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Nemaska Exploration will use CARDS on its Lac Levac and
Lac Arques projects
Brossard, Québec, Canada – January 4, 2011 - DIAGNOS inc. (“DIAGNOS” or “the Corporation”) (TSX Venture: ADK),
a leader in the use of artificial intelligence and advanced knowledge-extraction techniques, announced today that it has
signed an agreement with Nemaska Exploration (“NEMASKA”) (TSX Venture: NMX), to analyze data covering the area
of its Lac Levac and Lac Arques projects located in the James Bay region.
“To maximize our exploration efforts on our properties, covering more than 85 km on the Lac des Montagnes green belt
polymetallic formation, we have decided to supplement traditional exploration methods with advanced tools available,
including CARDS (Computer Aided Resource Detection Software) technology from DIAGNOS. The latest CARDS
results have encouraged us to try out this new technology. In the next few months, we will be starting exploration work
on the best exploration areas targeted by CARDS and our team of geologists,” said Guy Bourassa, president of
Nemaska Exploration.
DIAGNOS will be helping NEMASKA find targets using CARDS (Computer Aided Resource Detection Software)
technology, which can identify sites with the same signature as known mines and deposits.”
About NEMASKA
Nemaska Exploration Inc. is a mineral exploration company involved in the James Bay region of Quebec. Its main
assets are the Whabouchi (lithium, beryllium deposit), Lac Levac (Nisk-1 nickel and copper deposit and extensions),
Lac Arques (Lac Bourier and Complexe Rupert sector) and Lac des Montagnes (Lac Valiquette and Duval showings)
properties, all 100% owned. These properties can be accessed year round by either the Route du Nord from
Chibougamau (280 km) or the Route de la Baie James from Matagami (380 km).
About DIAGNOS
Founded in 1998, DIAGNOS is a publicly traded Canadian corporation with a mission to commercialize technologies
combining contextual imaging and traditional data mining thereby improving decision making processes. DIAGNOS
offers products, services, and solutions to clients in a variety of fields including natural resources, healthcare, and
entertainment.
The TSX Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this
press release.
For further information, please visit our website at www.diagnos.com or the SEDAR website at www.sedar.com. You
may also contact our investor relations manager:
Michel Fontaine, Vice-President – Business Development
Telephone: 1 877 678-8882 or 450 678-8882, ext. 222
mfontaine@diagnos.com
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